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Best deal on apple watch 38mm

Ending soon This sale includes new iPhone models, the Apple Watch, MacBook and iPad devices, headphones, accessories, gift cards, and more. The discount amount varies according to the product, so make sure you check it all out now. Apple Watch has already established itself as the premier smartwatch on the
market, though it's certainly not the cheapest. It has been around for a few years now and there are different generations to choose from and all sorts of customization options available. There are regular discounts on the Apple device so those looking for a big Apple Watch deal can often find one, but those savings
rarely come from Apple itself. Instead, third-party retailers can offer discounts or accessory bundles to sweeten the deal. Sticking to all the savings around the web can be a pain at this time of year, but we've got you covered with the best Apple Watch deals out there now. Whether you're looking for the cheapest Apple
Watch price or want the best Apple Watch Series 5 deal you can find, you don't have to look much further than here. We follow Apple Watch pricing, deals, and discounts from the moment they become available and have seen them drop as low as $169 for the entry-level model, while $384 is the best we've seen on the
latest Apple Watch Series 6 so far. Today's best Apple Watch trade We've rounded up all the best Apple Watch deals you can find around the web below. Be sure to check out the list and give one of them a try today! Best cheap Apple Watch Series 6 Deals Apple Watch Series 6 is the latest, top-of-the-line Apple Watch
iteration. Although it looks like the Series 5, for the most part, it's powered by a new S6 system-in-package that's built to run the Apple Watch better and for longer before the battery runs off. According to Apple, it runs 20% faster than the Series 5 and makes it possible to have a brighter always-on screen compared to
the Series 5. The main new technology for the Apple Watch Series 6 is the blood oxygen monitor (or SpO2 sensor) that can keep track of how oxygen you are. The sensor allows you to measure your blood oxygen in just six seconds and can record your levels in the background while you sleep as you sleep with your
Apple Watch on. Other updates include new caseworks, such as a blue and (Product)RED aluminum, as well as new bands and look faces. Apple Watch Series 6 may only be weeks old at this point, but you can already drop the entry-level model down to $350 at Amazon. About $50 off are some solid savings for such a
recent Apple device. $349.99 at Amazon The larger Apple Watch Series 6 is also up to $49 off at Amazon. Add to your cart to see the low price at checkout and act quickly to snag these low prices. $379.99 at Amazon If you want a cellular activated Apple Watch Series 6, prices start at $440 now at Amazon which is a
$60 discount. Other models are up to $70 off. 439.98 at Amazon Apple Watch Series 6 is $30 off at Best Buy which isn't quite as good a discounts like at Amazon, though you'll also snag six months of Apple's new Fitness+ service for free. That six-month subscription is worth $60. $369 at Best Buy Best Cheap Apple
Watch SE Deals The new Apple Watch SE is designed to be an entry-level model that includes a bunch of the same features as the Apple Watch Series 6, except for some key aspects, at a lower price. That doesn't include an always-on show like the Series 6, although its Retina Display is 30% bigger than the Series 3.
It also can't take an ECG or read your bloods oxygen. However, the Apple Watch SE still offers high and low heart rate notifications, irregular heart rhythm notifications, emergency SOS and valop detection. It also includes a compass and always-on-time, water resistance up to 50m, and runs the dual-core S5 chipset
from previous-gen Series 5 which means it will be future-proof for many years of software updates. You can order the Apple Watch SE at Amazon with all models currently seeing a $29 discount. You can also sign up a $20 discount at Best Buy as well as a free Apple Watch band if it sounds more your thing. $249.99 at



Amazon If you prefer the larger, 44m Apple Watch SE, you can sign up $29 off via Amazon. $279.99 at Amazon If you want an affordable GPS+ Cellular Apple Watch SE for Family Setup or just to stay connected when away from your phone, the cellular-enabled SE is available at up to $29 off via Amazon. $329.99 at
Amazon Apple Watch SE is $10 off at Best Buy which isn't quite as good as the direct discounts as at Amazon, though you'll also snag six months of Apple's new fitness + service for free. That six-month subscription is worth $60. $269 at Best Buy Best Cheap Apple Watch Series 5 Deals Apple Watch Series 5 is the
2019 iteration of Apple's smartwatch. The biggest addition to Series 5 compared to the Series 4 before it was the always-on show so you can check the time without moving your arm. It also boosted its internal capacity to 32GB so you'll have more room for music and podcasts as well as the newer S5 chip. Plus, it has a
built-in compass. If those things matter to you, or you want a solid jump in performance from an older Watch model, then opt for the Series 5. Looks-wise, it's basically the same as the Series 4, though. Since the Series 5 has now been discontinued, transactions are few and far between if the product goes away.
However, if retailers have inventory to clean up, sometimes there are some great deals on offer. You can get refurbished Apple Watch Series 5 models of just $205 via Back Market and take advantage of a 1-year warranty. The cosmetic condition varies and will dictate the price you pay. From $279 at Back Market Best
Cheap Apple Watch Series 4 Deals The 2018 Apple Watch Series 4 has been officially discontinued by Apple, although you can still buy it via third-party retailers. The offer tends to be limited as it is no longer manufactured but you can often snag a decent saving if know where to look. As the Series 5 represents a
modest update, the Series 4 is a good pickup if you can get a deal on one. You can get refurbished Apple Watch Series 4 models from just $205 via Back Market and take advantage of a 1-year warranty. The cosmetic condition varies and will dictate the price you pay. From $205 at Back Market Select Apple Watch
Series 4 models are in stock and have extra discounts at checkout at Amazon, especially the premium stainless steel models. These models are limited in supply and the transactions won't last long. $693.49 at Amazon Best Cheap Apple Watch Series 3 Deals The Apple Watch Series 3 stuck around as the entry-level
model when Apple launched the Series 5 last year and it's still available now that the series 6 was released. It doesn't boast the same edge-to-edge display as the Series 5 or Series 6, but it's still a more than capable smartwatch to track your daily movement and deliver your timely notifications. It retails at $199 and
sometimes drops even lower making it a good starter device for those who don't want to spend a lot of money or don't want to stretch to the Apple Watch SE. The Apple Watch Series 3 is a bargain buy for anyone considering their first smartwatch or want the most bang for their money. That's down to just $169 right now
at Amazon which is a $30 discount. $169 at Amazon The Apple Watch Series 3 is also $30 off at Best Buy and it's eligible for the limited time promotion that bundles in six months from Apple Fitness+. That six-month subscription is worth $60. $169 at Best Buy Walmart fits Amazon's current discount on the entry-level
Apple Watch model. $169 at Walmart Apple Watch Price Tracking When it comes to Apple Watch prices, the best time to buy is around major shopping events like Prime Day and Black Friday/Cyber Monday sales. These events are when retailers compete for your dollars, especially before the gift-giving season, so
you're more likely to find big discounts. It's also worth your eyes peeled for when Apple introduces new Apple Watch models. We've seen some movement in the Series 5 and Series 3 pricing, for example, now that the Apple Watch Series 6 and Apple Watch SE have been released. If you don't need something brand
new, refurbished units, the path is to go. When purchased from a reputable seller like Apple or Best Buy you can save a good amount and get hardware that looks and performs like new. Apple Watch Series 6 vs. Apple Watch SE vs. Apple Watch Series 3: Which Apple Watch model is right for me? There are a lot of
things to factor in when it comes to picking the right Apple Watch, balancing features with price, as well as ensuring you invest your money in a product that will stand the test of time. As it stands, Apple is selling the Apple Watch Series 3, Apple Watch SE, and Apple Watch Series 6 after discontinuation of previous-gen
Series 4 Series 5 models. The Series 3 stuck around as the lower-end option last year the price falls to $199. At that time, the Series 5 was there for those who want the latest cutting-edge features. The Series 6 has now taken that top-of-the-line spot and a new model is between it and the Series 3: the Apple Watch SE
added. The Series 3, Series 4, Series 5, SE and Series 6 all support watchOS 7 this fall. If you want to snag yourself or a loved one their first Apple Watch, the Series 3 is the lowest priced option and a good entry point for those who want to spend the least amount of money possible. Despite being a few years old now, it
supports the latest watchOS software and still packs in a bunch of advanced health and fitness monitors while keeping you connected to your friends and family without being glued to your iPhone. The Series 4 was the first model to take the screen edge-to-edge, bumping up the sizes to 40mm and 44mm. Internally, it
got a new processor with the S4 chip being twice as fast as the one in the Series 3. It also added an optical heart rate sensor for the first time with the ability to run an ECG and upgraded the Bluetooth to version 5.0 for a more reliable and battery-efficient connection. Apple Watch Series 5 built on the Series 4,
maintaining the same design while boosting the processor, storage capacity, and some other sensors. It was also the first model to add an always-on show. Those who want the latest and biggest Apple Watch should go for the Apple Watch Series 6, of course. It's the latest top-of-the-line model, having just been
released this September, and is, therefore, the most advanced (and most expensive). Key dystension between the Series 6 and its predecessor is its brighter always on display, improved S6 processor, blood oxygen sensor, always-on-number plus new caseworks, including a blue and (Product)RED aluminum. The Apple
Watch SE holds an interesting mid-range option. These are a bunch of same features as the Apple Watch Series 6, such as the edge-to-edge display, compass, always-on timer, water resistance up to 50m, and cellular options. To keep its price affordable, it runs last year's S5 processor from the Series 5, escorts the
always-on display, blood acidic sensor and ECG capability. That said, it's an affordable model that will last for some time thanks to its powerful internals and can make a wiser choice than the Series 3 at this stage if you can stretch to the extra $80. What's the difference between Apple Watch case materials? Apple Watch
is available with an aluminum case or a stainless steel case, with each material available in some colors to suit your personal taste. Both of these configurations work exactly the same in a functional sense with the same functionalities and internal components, so it's really a personal preference when it comes to case
materials. That said, there is a subtle difference with the display glass of the aluminum and stainless steel Watch models with the using an Ion-X glass and the latter using sapphire crystal to cover the display. Ion-X glass is lighter and more resistant to impact than sapphire crystal, though it will scratch more easily. The
activity you intend to use your Apple Watch for can dictate your choice here. The current Apple Watch Edition has a titanium case with a grey finish and with sapphire crystal display. Do I need an Apple Watch with cellular connectivity? All of the Apple Watch models currently sold offer a GPS-only model or a GPS +
Cellular version. Both the GPS-only and the GPS+ Cellular iterations of the Apple Watch can make and receive calls, send and receive texts, get notifications, listen directly to music, and perform actions for several supported third-party apps. The big difference is that the Cellular model allows you to use your Apple
Watch, even if your iPhone is nowhere near you. If that sounds like something you need, then go for Cellular. However, keep in mind that the Cellular models are generally a tad more expensive and require you to have a data plan with your carrier or service that can cost more per month. Using your Apple Watch's cellular
capabilities will also have an impact on battery life. The Apple Watch Series 5, Apple Watch SE, and Apple Watch Series 6 with GPS + Cellular support international emergency call, even if you don't have an active cellular plan. If you plan to use Family Setup, it requires an Apple Watch Series 4 or later with cellular
connectivity to function, so bear this in mind as well. Will my Apple Watch bands still fit if I upgrade to a new model? Yes! The good news about upgrading your Apple Watch is that you can keep your existing tire collection. If you have a 38mm Apple Watch, your bands will work with 38mm or 40mm Apple Watch devices
of any range. Similarly, if you're currently using a 42mm Apple Watch, your tires are also compatible with the 44mm Apple Watch devices. Why should I buy an Apple Watch over a Fitbit or other smartwatch? There are tons of fitness trackers on the market from Fitbit, Garmin, Xiaomi, and many more of them cost less
than an Apple Watch. While the features of your run-of-the-mill tracker vary by model, the majority don't offer the same level of health and fitness tracking accuracy as Apple's latest smartwatches and none of them come close when it comes to the broad array of apps and the tight integration with your other Apple devices
and services. You can also use your Apple Watch to make and receive calls, send and receive text messages, use Siri, and more. If you're all-in on the Apple ecosystem, it makes sense to deal with the first-party Apple Watch if you want to take advantage of that tight integration. What iPhone do you need to use an
Apple Watch? Your new Apple Watch is likely to come run Apple's latest watchOS software - watchOS 7 - which that your phone iOS run 14. This means you need a phone that is as recently as the iPhone 6s or newer to your Apple Watch. Is the Apple Watch price worth it? Apple users have long been used to pay a
premium for the Cupertino company's products. The so-called Apple Tax also applies to the Apple Watch, though there isn't a smartwatch on the market that really compares to the Apple Watch when it comes to functionality. For iPhone users and those who are deep into the Apple ecosystem of apps and services, the
Apple Watch is a no-brainer choice when it comes to wearables, even if you can get a dedicated fitness tracker for less. With the deals below, you can hopefully escape paying more than you need to pay for one of Apple's latest devices as well. We can earn a commission for purchases using our links. Learn more. More.
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